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W hen asked what represents Taiwan’s cultural characteristics at

a student forum held in Jiao Tung University, president Chen

Sui-bien said right off that “Marine culture” is Taiwan’s characteristics,

and the sons of Taiwan are the sons of the sea, and that the oceans are

not the confines of the people but rather an extension of infinity, where

the oceans accommodate all rivers and streams and absorb the culture.

What president Chen has pointed out of a simplistic yet significant as-

sertion that clearly states Taiwan’s self awareness and points out the

necessity for Taiwan to heed to a diverse development is something

that worse everyone’s pondering.

The Formosa that we call
home - Excelling Taiwan’s
Marine Culture

Article, Lee Zhoh-yen
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With four sides surrounded by sea, Taiwan needs to heed to the

ocean as a thinking platform when it comes to tackling the island’s sur-

vival and development challenges.  While some may marginalize Tai-

wan as an offshore island when compared with the continent of main-

land China, loathing the drastic differences in land mass, this would

call for Taiwan to embrace China for Taiwan’s future rests on mainland

China, a land mass superiority assertion that is quite the contrast to the

marine superiority assertion.  To broach from the angle of seafaring

countries, as opposed to Taiwan’s flexible innovation, China seems rather

clumsy in comparison, let along the rate that China absorbs modern

civilization has fallen far behind Taiwan, making it justifiable that Tai-

wan need not be humbled or feeling inadequate.

Conversely to examine marine culture, coastal lands and islands

at sea can all stretch indefinitely into the sea.  The key behind the rise of

seafaring countries lies not only with expansive territories but the capa-

bility of  their creativity. Moreover, as oceans are essentially an interac-

tive transport network, where the correlation of focal point and mar-

ginal position does not necessarily remain unchanged, the higher the

independency of a locale, the better protected its value of democracy,

freedom, human rights and market economy would hold.  And what

distinguishes Taiwan crucially today lies in its ability to integrate conti-

nental and marine cultures over time, and to compensate the self-grati-

fying mindset of the continental doctrine of its modern civility deriving

from the ocean.  Embracing today’s globalization trend, contemplating

in marine development rather than reverting to the continental doctrine

is of a rational decision that Taiwan needs to make as a seafaring country.

[Liberty Times, news network, Today’s Forum, April 19, 2003]

Four major policy claims in marine culture development:

1. Promot ing  Ta iwan ’s  mar ine  cu l tu ra l  h is to ry  and mar ine

archaeo log ica l  exp lora t ion

A prime objective lies in re-exploring the pioneering hardship and

stamina behind how Taiwan’s earlier settlers had done in cultivating

Taiwan bearing great risks, which would in turn unfold a historical

perspective of Taiwan revolving around the sea.

Taiwan’s marine cultural history encompasses the “Pre-1624 aborigi-

nal culture”, “The 1624-1662 Dutch culture”, “The 1626-1642 Span-

ish culture”, “The 1662-1683 Ming Chen Cheng-kong culture”, “The

1683-1895 Manchurian Qing culture”, “The 1895-1945 Japanese

culture”, the 1945-1996 Republic mainland culture”, and the modern

American culture”.  With such a wealth of historical and cultural

background, there is no doubt  that the subject  of  Taiwan marine

maritime history study is certain to draw the avid attention of for-

eign historians, hence routinely staged international academic sym-

posiums and conventions would be beneficial in rediscovering

Taiwan’s marine  history, and excel Taiwan’s footing as well.  As
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cultural heritage preservation and conservation has increasingly be-

come mainstream in world cultures, industrialized nations are in-

variably spending handsome R&D funding and manpower °]

to°^infuse in setting up national conservancy that dedicates to cul-

tural heritage preservation and conservation.  Since the introduc-

tion of a “Cultural Heritage Preservation Law” in 1982, the lack of

full-time national cultural heritage preservation outfit has rendered

marine cultural preservation and conservation work from being ex-

ecuted effectively.  In light of which, the Council for Cultural Af-

fairs is actively seeking a legislative amendment to the Cultural

Heritage Preservation Law to address the crucial issues of instilling

a professional conservancy, and stepping up Coast Guard’s respon-

sibilities in enforcing marine cultural heritage conservation.

Situated as a hub in West Pacific, Taiwan serves as a bridge that

links Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia, and remains a gateway for

Asia continent to reach the Pacific.  For its unique geography, before

the 20th century’s aviation age, Taiwan has been relying on the sea

to contact other regions.  While the world has come to know Taiwan

for its being a seas island, where the Portuguese call Taiwan Formosa,

meaning a beautiful island.  In 1624 when the Dutch occupied

Taiwan, the Dutch colonists had operated Taiwan as a transship-

ping point for exports and supplies, which put Taiwan in the world

map for the first time, known for its deer skin, sugarcane and tea ; in

other words, Taiwan has derived its roots from trade, notwithstand-

ing that trade depends on navigational vessels, and vessels depend

on the seas.  How best to rediscover Taiwan’s maritime trade cul-

ture would emerge as a crucial key in reconnecting the 17th century

Formosa to its world reach.  [The grassroots island culture, at http:/

/www.dang.idv.tw]

To deep-root a marine culture, and create an ethic characteristics

uniquely Taiwan, there is a necessity to delve into Taiwan’s early

navigational culture study to reestablish its navigational history

timeline and to preserve its marine culture.  For instance, just as Ma

Tzu - the Goddess of the Sea remains an icon in the Chinese naviga-

tional culture, and building of recovery ships would help to recreate

a comprehensive navigational history map.  The recovery ship’s re-

building program is what people in seafaring countries do as a proud

recognition and promotion of the intelligence and heritage of their

history and culture, a process that serves to recreate class one his-

torical artifacts, and an execution of a living museum that serves as

a historical witness and testimony.  Refurbishing retired ships into

museums and funded by foundations does bring a secure conserva-

tion and preservation that serve to educate and remind the future

generations.
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In addition, museum resources could be further utilized and inte-

grated for staging routine exhibition of archival marine artifacts and

technical marine publications by leading seafaring countries, with

regularly broadcast of various marine and vessel related CD-ROM,

to showcase the characteristics of Taiwan’s unique marine culture.

Meanwhile, the promotion of archeological expeditions in Penghu

and the Pescadores Island are poised to infuse the domestic home

front with new concept and focus in environmental and ecological

preservation and marine archeology; nevertheless, marine archeol-

ogy does take more than the rudimentary discipline in archeologi-

cal study but also requires integrating oceanographic science, geo-

logical science, and varied academic and technical support in vessel

structure, culture to name a few, that call for the education adminis-

tration to delve further into the issues.

2. Mapping out a community-based marine cultural highlight

A crucial approach lies in how best to instill from the very founda-

tion to excel a marine living culture and value perspective in the

local population by cultivating the local denizens with a broad-based,

innovative and flexible general marine awareness, and to showcase

Taiwan’s unique marine cultural characteristics.

Flanked by warm ocean currents, and nestled against the largest Pa-

cific Ocean in the world on its east, Taiwan is of a typical seafaring

country, and our ignorance of the oceans all around us would leave

us in shame of being a seafaring nation.  To instill the feature of a

marine culture from the very roots, a viable approach could begin

by showcasing some of the seaside communities for highlighting

the marine characteristics broaching from a community development

perspective by helping seaside communities stage ecological tour,

fishing village history survey, coastal excursion and marine

environment, ecological and cultural based activities, together with

creating buildings that offer marine structure and facade, to create

the draw of a distinct marine community culture.

Spearheaded by an overall community development plan, incentives

could be provided to residents in Taitung and Hualien to develop

their voluntary community participation action plans utilizing their

voluntary efforts to improve the local residents’ quality of living.

And though mobilizing the participation of community residents, it

not only helps to preserve rare and precious natural ecology but can

also help to revive local traditional culture, promote and develop

ecological conservation, and education and inspire a pacific eco-tour-

ism culture.

The staging of aboriginal traditional marine cultural rites, folklore

and sports activities help to draw aborigines scattering around time
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to spend in their home base, where the significant of such events not

only helps to pass on the cultural heritage and can help to recreate

the marine culture in seaside communities, allowing more people to

appreciate and care for the beauty of the ocean, and enjoy the es-

thetics of seaside nature, rather than marine food source, and to even-

tually instill a value perspective of a marine living culture.

3. Preserving and developing an aboriginal marine

culture
To preserve and develop an aboriginal marine culture, it is prudent

to preserve the local perspective by integrating aboriginal culture

and characteristics by region and locale, to maintain a common

shared value in Taiwan’s globalization move and to develop the char-

acteristics of a global maritime culture by exploring the beautiful

culture and value on this land we call home.

An offshore island located southeast to mainland Taiwan, Lanyu,

the Orchid Island, seems to be marginalized in Asia’s ancient civili-

DNA
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zation development.  In the past, in times of lesser transportation

and information technology amenities, the development of certain

isolated areas remains possible, where distinct cultural ecology also

sustains.  Fro instance, the cultural ecology of the Dawu tribe on

Orchid Island has survived over two thousand years.  However, as

the phenomenon no longer exists, when confronting a dynamic pio-

neering culture, the conflicts between various cultural ecologies

worldwide are a common phenomenon.  A prudent approach would

be to showcase Lanyu’s marine culture, coupled with local

perspectives, in order to promote a culmination plan for recreating

Lanyu’s marine ethic heritage. [The land management of the Lanyu

Dawu ethnic ecology:  The impact of outside pioneers, by Cheng

Shien-yu]

Currently, the Executive Yuan has plans to launch a southern island

cultural zone, where the cultural zone will integrate interactive

exhibition, research center, data center, conference center and

tourism.  In addition, the cultural zone will house arts exhibits dedi-

cated to a particular culture, where each tribe gets to design and

display their own artistic creation, intended to foster positive tribal

competition that would poise to excel artistic sophistication, together

with DNA family tree analysis for mapping our tribal genealogy,

for preserving Taiwan’s marine culture.

A major of researchers are convinced that Taiwan’s aborigines are

part of the Southern Island tribes, who have originated from ab-

original populations such as New Zealand’s Mauri or Polynesians.

To attain the objective of developing a southern island cultural zone

as a southern island tribal Mecca, the Executive Yuan has initial plans

of inviting global experts to oversee the planning work, in which

the developer would need to locate a common ground among the

Southern Islander culture and arts, and to design artistic renditions

that capture a common feel among the tribes.  Active efforts are to

be made in staging Southern Island Ethnic Forum, and partaking

South Pacific and related international marine conferences and events

that would further excel Taiwan’s interaction and exchange with

other Southern Islanders, and extending the exchange in a prolonged

manner that would put Taiwan in an important footing among the

Southern Island community, and be a role model to other regional

islands for how it has made significant contribution, and earning

the respects of other nations academically.

4. Promoting a Taiwan image backed by an integrated

continental and marine doctrine
Through promoting the “Mountain and Sea integrated Taiwan”

campaign, the island residents are once again reminded of the ma-
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rine roots that run in their blood veins to feel the beauty of the ocean

around Taiwan, to be aware of a close-knit relationship that we share

with the sea, and with a closer understanding to treat the ocean with

a rational respect.  To the island people, the sea not only fuses artis-

tic and literary creativity, but remains the source of homeward tie,

where our forefathers have worked and thrived, and an important

substance that continues to nourish the island people, and a launch-

ing broad for world outreach, and a place where we build our lives

and memories.  The sea is all around us, and remains ever present in

our lives and the ambience that we create.

Major historical factors that come to hinder Taiwan’s marine culture

from taking root lies in modernism, or rather the westernization,

and a predominant trend that overrules grassroots traditions, where

the two are deemed as most influential.  With that, a viable approach

would be to offer the residents geography information on nearby

rivers, streams and oceans that would step up the people’s knowl-

edge of the environment that they live in, hence to deep-root the

concept of the Mountain and Sea of Taiwan.

In an effort to prompt the concept of Taiwan’s mountains and seas,

it would be prudent to encourage the publishing of marine cultural

teaching materials covering graphics, audio productions, the pro-

motion of film production on Taiwan’s mountains and rivers that

would document, in a diverse manner, Taiwan’s coastal environment,

coastal ecology, coastal landscapes, and harbor characteristics in and

around the ports.  Also crucial are the promotion of instilling a “Na-

tional cultural database”, the inception of a “Taiwan History

Museum”, and the manifestation of a “Taiwan Museum” that could

be used to preserve historical artifacts and historical buildings and

bring everyone a closer understanding for how the efforts would

help to preserve the very source of our ethnic history.

To reshape Taiwan’s mountainous and sea awareness, a viable means

rests on staging marine literature and artistic creativity campaigns,

together with the staging of marine awareness related exhibitions

and contests.  The purpose of which has been to showcase the corre-

lation of the rights and obligation of a citizenship claim through ac-

tivity staging, where the entitlements call for everyone to share a

nation’s cultural resources, while the obligations call for everyone

to care for the land and public affairs while enjoying a nation’s cul-

tural resources, in which a shared enjoyment also helps to create a

nationwide responsibility and contribution that helps to solidify a

recognition for the ethnic culture. [A dialog between Kerry Mahon

and the Ocean, by Hsueh Shu-fang]

With four sides flanked by the sea, Taiwan boasts a coast line stretch-

ing 1,566 kilometers, where the ocean provides one of the best mean

for the local denizens to develop sports and leisure, and a way to

( )
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improve the quality of living, this presents one of the most crucial

millennial concerns in terms of how best to utilize marine resources

in creating maritime sports and leisure value and concept, and in

popularizing a sea-loving population.  Presently, a viable means lies

in staging marine leisure and sports recreation, international marine

sporting contests, marine sports carnivals and marine sports devel-

opment related projects and studies that would help to excel the in-

terest in marine sports leisure activities.  Yet some of the current

issues, such as how Taiwan’s sea territories are confined to fishery,

as navigational routes to commercial ships, and a small number of

beachfront bathing sites, notwithstanding the conflict arisen form

coastal activities and near coastal fishery, are pressing issue that con-

tinue to mar the development of maritime leisure activities and would

need to be resolved urgently through effective planning.

Home to many diverse ethnic groups, Taiwan has long nurtured

its many ethic population in a harmonious coexistence with ethic cul-

tures gradually blended into a shared entity, where it is imperative that

all ethic groups be able to appreciate and know each other’s cultures,

and bring a mutual respect to all ethic groups thriving no the island

that would help to achieve a barrier-free uniformed cultural identity.

Looking out to the future, we envision to capture a vision of how

the world sees Taiwan by mapping out a 2050 visionary blueprint, and

to develop a unique marine culture revolving around the core essence

of Taiwan by continuing to promote the campaign in creating a mod-

ernistic face of Taiwan, and promoting cultural equality and bridging

the urban and rural differences; in preserving the tradition and excel-

ling the cultural essence; in developing a quality cultural environment;

culminating human resources and encouraging innovation; and in de-

veloping a visionary maritime culture.

Our ideology lies in excelling a cultural Taiwan that exudes en-

ergy and vitality in the world map in bracing toward becoming a major

cultural stronghold respected by all.  Our approach rests on reaching

out to the world and becoming a Pan-Pacific hub, anticipating that Tai-

wan be able to excel as a Pan-Asia cultural hub developing around Ori-

ental esthetics in the 21st century.  Our strategy lies in standing firm on

the land we call home and brace for a global perspective in developing

Taiwan, excelling Taiwan’s unique seafaring and ocean current embrac-

ing marine culture that would poise to expand the Taiwan residents’

vision and bounds to link up with the global community.  [An inter-

view with Chen Yu-shu, commissioner to the Institute of Industrial Re-

search and Development, the Council for Cultural Development, Dec.

26, 2002]

(The author works at the fourth Coast Guard Regiments)




